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General Data Protection Regulation replaced

Requirers updated national laws
Mission for government investigation

Harmonize national legislation to the EU

Consider specific Swedish legislation
New Camera Surveillance Law from May 2018

Radical reform on national level.
Legislation will cover a wider scope.
Cover new technologies.
Increased possibilities.
Secret camera surveillance excepted.
Necessity to disclose camera surveillance

Requirements to inform the general public.
Clear signings must be used.
Exemptions from the request.
Increased possibilities for surveillance – limited state claim

Limited need for licence.
Wider possibilities in the future.
Licence needed in some occasions.
Strengthened integrity in working places

Certificate needed from the supervisory authority.

Co-determination with unions that represents the working force.
Supervision, sanctions and powers of investigation

Supervision collected to one single authority.

Decisions can be appealed to the Administrative Court.
Public opinion in Sweden on camera surveillance

97% positive to fight severe crime.
87% positive to fight minor crime.
71% positive to traffic surveillance.
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